
The Einhell TC-MS 3017 T crosscut and miter saw with table is an efficient and versatile tool for workshops and hobby areas. With 2000 watts of power

it works its way with precision through standard workshop materials. The saw blade is carbide-tipped, the cross stop and the parallel stop are infinitely

adjustable, as is the turntable which can be used for infinitely variable crosscutting. Operation as an infinitely adjustable bench-type circular saw is also

possible. Used as a crosscut saw, the saw head can be tilted by up to 45 degrees to the left. Workpiece supports are provided on both sides for long

items. To keep the workplace clean there is also a 36-mm dust extraction connector.

TC-MS 3017 T

Mitre Saw with upper table
Item No.: 4300347

Ident No.: 11015

Bar Code: 4006825613056

Features
Carbide-tipped saw blade-

Cross or parallel stop infinitely adjustable-

Turntable as a crosscut saw infinitely adjustable-

Saw table as a bench-type circular saw infinitely adjustable-

Sawing head as crosscut saw can be tilted inf. to 45° to the left-

Workpiece supports on both sides for longer workpieces-

Connection for dust extractor (36 mm)-

Technical Data
- Mains Supply 230-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 2000 W

- No-load speed ( idle speed ) 4200 min^-1

- Saw Blade Ø30 mm  x  Ø305 mm

- Number of teeth 40 Pieces

- Mitre cut function 45 °

- Cutting Width 90° x 90° 170  x  85 mm

- Cutting Width 90° x 45° 110  x  85 mm

- Cutting Width 45° x 90° 170  x  50 mm

- Cutting Width 45° x 45° 75  x  50 mm

- Swiveling Range -45 °  -  +45 °

- Cutting height at 90° 50 mm

- Height adjustment stepless 50 mm

- Size Supporting Table 466  x  400 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 19.35 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 22 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 600 x 570 x 440 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 22 kg

- Dimensions export carton 600 x 570 x 440 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 180 | 380 | 456

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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